What we do:

Littlebig Road edits and produces personalized road-books tailor-made for some of the major British, Dutch, Belgian, German and French tour operators. Each road-book is unique!

Job Description:

Under the supervision of our Production Managers you will learn how to produce and create our personalized road-books. Which includes:

- Translation of itineraries from either English, French or German into Dutch
- Writing of new itineraries
- Translation of travel guides concerning the main American and Canadian cities, states/ provinces and national parks

- You will be working in close contact with your colleagues while editing and producing the road-books. In addition to that, you will support us in the back office. Teamwork is what thrives us and its a big part of our working philosophy!

Conditions and information:

- Paid internship: 555 € net/month (max. permitted limit)
- Duration: 3 to 6 months starting immediately
- Opening hours: 9am-12:30pm / 13:30pm-17pm i.e. 7h/day x 5 days (Monday to Friday)
- Location: Littlebig Road, 38 rue des Processions, 91240 St-Michel-sur-Orge, France (30 minutes south of Paris)
- Contact: Arnaud Vérin, Tel: +33 (0) 1 69 01 21 08, e-mail: averin@littlebigroad.com

The desired skills:

- Mother tongue: Dutch
- Ability to work in a team, a close eye on details, dynamical, eager to learn and showing initiative
- Basic knowledge of French and good English skills